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Welcome to the celebration of the 100th anniversary of the FTC’s predecessor agency, the

Bureau of Corporations.  Today we are joined by several distinguished guests, including thirteen

former directors or acting directors of the Bureau of Economics.  Given the integral role that the

Bureau has played in the FTC’s history, including its economic investigation and report writing

and its involvement in law enforcement, it is fitting to commemorate this 100th anniversary.

Today’s roundtable is only one of a number of our efforts to celebrate the rich history of

the FTC.  Other items include the Miles W. Kirkpatrick Award, established in 2001 to honor the

commitment, talent, and contributions of individuals who, throughout their public and private

careers, have made lasting and significant contributions to the FTC.  I presented the first

Kirkpatrick Award to Basil Mezines in 2001, and last fall, Robert Pitofsky received this award. 

Also, Marc Winerman, Chris White, and Jim Hamill, from our General Counsel’s office, are

working on an oral history of the FTC, and Marc has written a paper on the 1914 origins of the

agency.  Finally, we are in the planning stages for an event to celebrate the FTC’s 90th

anniversary.

The Bureau of Corporations was created as an investigatory agency within the

Department of Commerce and Labor on February 14, 1903 – the same date that the Department

of Commerce and Labor began.  In 1915, the FTC replaced the Bureau of Corporations and then

Commissioner of Corporations, Joseph E. Davies, became the FTC's first Chairman.  The FTC’s

first chief economist was Francis Walker, former Deputy Commissioner of Corporations, who

remained with the FTC for 26 years.
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The new Commission inherited both staff and investigations from the Bureau of

Corporations.  The Corporation’s investigatory role began a tradition of economic report writing

and research that has continued to this day.  Economic reports by the Commission and its staff

have played a crucial role in policy making by Congress, other federal agencies, and state

agencies and legislatures.

As we know, Congress included enforcement and adjudication, as well as investigative

reporting, in the legislation that created the FTC.  By the mid-1920s, the FTC was focused on

law enforcement, with the FTC’s Economic Division conducting economic investigations and

wroting reports.  The functions of the Economic Division expanded in 1936 when the Robinson-

Patman Act was passed.  The Division, primarily through its accountants, supported RP cases. 

Sad, but true.  Data collection became another activity of the Division in the late 1930s.

The Bureau of Economics was created in 1954, and its functions were further enlarged to

include merger review, antitrust analysis, and case support.  Consumer protection work became a

regular Bureau of Economics activity in the mid-to-late 1970s, and competition and consumer

protection advocacy was added in the late 1970s and 1980s.

Today’s roundtable will consider the history of BE and its contributions to research,

economic knowledge and policy, and antitrust and consumer protection law enforcement.  To

some extent, BE’s history is recorded in published commentaries and other public documents,

including FTC Annual Reports.  There also are a number of older publications on the early
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decades of the Commission and Bureau of Corporations.1  More recent FTC history covering the

Bureau of Economics is included in books and articles, including commentaries by current FTC

General Counsel William Kovacic and a book I wrote and edited with Kenneth Clarkson, which

provided a critical review of the FTC in the 1970s.2  BE history also is discussed in the reviews

or memoirs of several former BE Directors.3

Today’s discussions will provide a valuable addition to this collection.  We will augment

what we think we know about the history of BE and the evolving or changing role of the
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economist and economic analyses at the Commission from the perspective of those who know

BE best – its former directors.

We seek to identify, from their experiences, significant BE contributions to economic

research and knowledge and to antitrust and consumer protection policy.  Likewise, we seek to

identify the important but less visible BE contributions to FTC law enforcement actions.  Finally,

we hope to learn how internal and external influences affected BE’s work, including the FTC’s

organization, resource levels, relationships with other Bureaus, lines of communication with the

Commission, and trends and developments in the field of economics, the economy, the political

environment, and technology.

Our panelists today consist of former BE Directors and Acting Directors from the past 50

years.  They include Jesse Markham who served as Director from 1953 to 1955, and Fritz

Mueller, who served in that capacity for nine years in the 1960s.  Some of our guests served

more than once as Director, such as Dave Scheffman, or as Acting Director, such as Mac

Folsom.

Each of our panelists left his or her mark on the Bureau and the Commission and each

has valuable knowledge to share with us today about the Bureau of Economics and the role of

economic analysis at the Commission.  Moreover, as their biographical sketches clearly indicate,

each has had a distinguished career beyond their work here.  They are well-recognized for their

contributions to academia, other public service in government, consulting, and corporate
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America.  We also are pleased to have as our luncheon speaker another economist with a

distinguished career here and beyond – former FTC Chairman James C. Miller, III.

Dave Scheffman, our most recent former BE Director, will moderate three sessions of our

morning panel.  Dave has served with distinction, for a combined total of 12 years – so far – in

the Bureau.  Luke Froeb, the current BE director, will moderate the fourth session this morning. 

Luke comes to us from Vanderbilt University, where he taught managerial economics,

regulation, and antitrust for MBAs.  Luke is new to the FTC, but he served as an economist at

the DOJ in the late 1980s and early 1990s.  BE Deputy Director Paul Pautler will moderate the

afternoon panels.  Paul has made valuable contributions to antitrust, consumer protection,

advocacy and research since his start in BE in 1978.  Paul also is a dedicated student of BE

history.

It is well known that I consider good economics to play a crucial role in guiding the

FTC’s judgments and policies in its promoting competition and consumer protection missions. 

The Commission’s enforcement missions must have a sound theoretical framework that is

supported by solid empirical evidence and our enforcement programs must be focused on

transactions and practices that pose the greatest threat of harm to the economic welfare of

consumers.  In addition, Congress gave the FTC a broader role as a deliberative body and

independent expert on issues affecting the market.  In this role, we hold public hearings, conduct

studies, and issue reports to Congress and the public.  BE is an integral part of these policy
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research and development efforts as well.4  I am proud of the outstanding efforts of our

economists.5

In looking forward it is important to understand the path we have taken.  We have
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reached this point because of the steps taken by our panelists and other former BE Directors and

those they worked with in BE.  Each of our panelists can speak to positive steps taken during his

or her tenure.  Each, no doubt, can also speak to some frustrations and setbacks that BE

experienced.  Together they tell a story of evolution, adjustment, and progress that is a valuable

lesson for us today.

Before I turn the program over to Dave Scheffman, I want to thank the Bureau of

Economics staff for organizing today’s event.  I want to thank especially Denis Breen, Paul

Pautler, Luke Froeb, and Dave Scheffman.  Also, thank you to today’s participants for sharing

your views on the Bureau.  I will now turn the program over to our first moderator:  Dave

Scheffman.


